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To this day, some of the  most  impressive  evidence  of the wealth  that
the  textile  industry could generate in the  late  Middle  Ages  is to be seen in
the small towns of the  Stout  Valley, and in the predominantly rural part of
Suffolk  that  lies to the north. South of the  Stout, which formed the shire
boundary, there  were  centres  of cloth making in  Essex, not only in the ancient
Borough of Colchester but in the smaller centres of Backing and Coggeshall.
Within the Stout Valley the  textile  towns and villages  inland  from Colchester.
were on the  Suffolk  side—Clare, Glemsford, Long Melford, Sudbury and
Buxes.Further northwards lay the heartland of the late-medieval  textile
region, in Hadleigh, Lavenham and the surrounding villages, and beyond them
was the  monastic  borough of Bury St Edmunds at the  centre  of western
Suffolk.

After  the  Black Death, when English cloth exports expanded rapidly,
Suffolk was one of the  most  dynamic regions. Between  1354—8  and 1394-8
the county’s share of  sales  of woollen cloth rose—according to the  ulnage
accounts—from 3.5 to 5.7 per  cent  of the English total.1 Hadleigh was the
most  conspicuous  centre. The poll tax assessment of 1381 suggests that  about
a  fifth  of the listed  male  inhabitants had a connection with \':lor.hrnaking.2
Lavenham  must also have  grown in this period to have been counted  equivalent
in wealth to Bath, Derby, Whitby, Plymouth and Lichfield in 1397, when
Richard II levied a  loan fromseventy English towns.3 Kersey, another centre
of industrial growth, had given its name to  a  type of narrowfabric by 1376.4
An account of the manor for 1398-9 shows that the town had an open cloth
market  (forum  drapefie) and  that  a cloth hall (1e clatballe) stood  in it, or  adjacent
to it, on  a  road leading to the parish church.  A  number of new rents in Kersey

‘  H.L. Gray, ‘The  production and  exportation  of English woollens in the  fourteenth
century’, EHR, vol. 39 (1924), p. 34; A.R. Bridbury, Medieval  Eng/1M  Clot/making: An

Econamit Jun/y, London  1982, p.  114.

2  G. Unwin, ”The  history of the  cloth  ‘industry in  Suffolk’, in the same  .S'tudie: in  Emwmi:

Histoy, ed. R.H. Tawney, London  1927, p.  264.  The data he uses are  printed  in E.  Powell,

no  Kiting in  EartAng/ia  in  1381, Cambridge  1896, pp. 111—14.

3  W. Cunningham, 77»  Growth  ofEniIb  Indusly and Commence during the  Earl} and  Middle

Agu, 5th  edn, Cambridge 1910, p.  385:1.

"  RP, vol. 2, p.  347b.
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market implies  that  trade there had expanded recently.5 The importance of
Hadleigh, Lavenham  and Kersey as centres of textile manufacture was already
well advanced by 1400,6 but Bury dominated the trade of north-west  Suffolk
thxoughout  the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries.7 Such  statistical evidence as
we have fromSudbury and Clare suggests that the textile towns of the Stout
Valley constituted the least dynamic section of the Suffolk  textile  region.8

Fourteenth-century Suffolk ulnage accounts demonstrate  that  the charac-
teristic product of the industry was the  ‘dozen’, a  cloth of about 13 yards  long,
which might be manufactured either as broad or narrowcloths. The  accounts
of John Maunser, the  ulnager  and subsidy collector for Suffolk from1  February
1396 to 22 April  1397, show that in Suffolkat that time the ratio of broad to
narrow cloth  that  was sold was 1:1.9.9 Ketsey and cogware, however, did not

conformto any standard dimensions, and in  1376  Edward III had agreed to
free the  cloths  called ‘Cogware et Kersey’ fromthe assize of cloth. His  assent
was confirmed under his successor in 1381.10

During the later fourteenth century the manufacture and  sale  of woollen
cloths drew the Suffolk textile region into  a  dense: mercantile network. The
most  important  contacts  were with the ports of Ipswich and Colchester. to
the east and with London to the south. Trade  through  merchants of Ipswich
and Colchester was to remain a  principal  feature of the Suffolk industry until
at least the  14405. From the  13805 and 13905, and probably earlier, Colchester
was a source of wool, fuller’s earth and dyestuffs, and in return  Suffolk  cloth
was sold through its merchants; Thomas Hosyere of Colchester bought red,
green and black straits in Hadlcigh in 1403.“ Table  1  shows the debt pleas
involving inhabitants of Hadleigh  that  occur in the surviving records of Col-
Chester borough courts between 1390/1 and 1409/10, representing about a

third of the number  there  would be if the records  were  complete.12 Hadleigh
was by far the  most  prominent Suffolk town in this respect; 30 different
recorded inhabitants occur in 40 separate  contexts. Only London, with 31
inhabitants  in 40 different contexts, can compare (Table 5). The biggest debts
recorded in Table 1, those  concerning sumsof £10 or more, all involved
Colchester merchants with one  exception.  Yet the relationship with Colchester
was not that of simple bilateral trade. Both Hadleigh men and those of other

5  PRO, SC6/1001/3.
‘  Comp. Unwin, ‘History’, 1).  264, where  it is supposed that the spread of  clothmaking

outside the boroughs of Ipswich, Bury St Edmunds,  Stowmarket  and Sudbury occurred
only during the fifteenth century.

7  M. Bailey, A  Marginal Emmy?  EmtAng/ian  Burk/and in the  LaterMida’le Agex, Cambridge
1989, pp. 178-79.

3 RH. Britnell, Gmwth  and  Decline  in  Colchemr,  1300—1525,  Cambridge,  1986,  pp. 83-

85; GA. Thornton, A  Shari Hixloy (f Clan, StgfloI/e, Cambridge  1930,  pp. 18,  175,  187.

9  PRO, E101/942/10.
‘° RP, vol. 2, p.  347b; CPR, 1377—81, p.  615;  CPR,  1374-77,  p. 396.
"  Bdtnell, Gmwtl), pp. 74, 81—82.

'2 Rolls survive for 11 out of  these  30 years, but not all of  them  are complete.
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towns in the region used the Colchester court for recovering debts from traders
from othercentres, presumably because litigation there was an effective option.
Table  1  accordingly demonstrates a network of trade links  that  connected
smaller centres to Hadleigh. Lidgants not assigned a place of origin in the record
were probably fromColchester, but even making this maximum allowance only
two-thirds of the pleas listed involved Colchester people. Hadleigh men dealt
with  other  clothmaking centres, Coggeshall, Glemsford, and Stoke by Nayland,
which implies that there were structuresof specialisation or competitive
tendering within the  clothmaking region. Though the ulnage accounts for
Suffolk of the late fourteenth century do not record the distribution of the

cloth trade between different towns and villages of the  county, the large number
of  distinctive  centres suggests that the industry was already less  heavily localised

in Suffolk  than  in Essex.
In the late fourteenth century, Suffolk clothmakers became more depen-

dent uponLondon merchants  both  for supplies of raw  materials  and for the
disposal  of their cloths. The establishment of Blackwell Hall in Basinghall
Street, London, as  a  wholesale market for provincial cloths belongs to this

period; it was acquired by the City of London for  this  purpose in 1395—6.13
Meanwhile woad and alum imported into London were being redistributed by
merchants suchas Gilbert Maghfeld, who then received cloth in the city for

sale  or export. Maghfeld’s ledger shows  that  between August 1390 and Sep-
tember  1392  he purchased cloth worth £213  105.  8d. fromJohn Kempston,

a  Hadleigh draper.” Kempston owed £40 to John Trimpton and Ralph Bathel,
citizens of London, in December 1390.15 He earlier occurs in the London

recognisance rolls: John Grigge of Colchester owed him £26  145.  0d. on
11 December 1379, and John Organer, spicer, of Colchester owed him £70

on 6  April  1380. The London recognisance rolls record other. debts to  Hadleigh
men. William Brykles, a  London grocer, owed £10  135. 4d. to Richard Loveman
of Hadleigh on  9  December 1384; John Aubrey, draper, of Boreham owed
£8 7s. 0d. to  Thomas  Benyngton of Hadleigh on 14 June 1392.16 Hadleigh is

again more prominent in  this  source than the other Suffolk cloth towns at:
thisperiod, and the complex network of indebtedness is  much  the same as
that implied in the Colchester records.

The ulnage  accounts  of the 13905  illustrate  features of the organisation of
the Suffolk cloth trade. The largest  dealers  of the day, John Calle,John Sparwe,
William Cote and Thomas Bernyngham, paid subsidy and ulnage on 110 broad
dozens, 100 broad dozens, 90 broad dozens, and 172  strait  dozens respectively.
These figures  imply that  trade was concentrated in fewer hands  than  in C01-

”  John Stow, A  Sun/g qandon, ed. C.L. Kingsford, 2  vols, Oxford 1908, vol. 1, p.  288;

vol. 2, p. 337.

'4 M.K. James, Studio: in the Medieval Wm  T  rude, ed. E.M. Veale, Oxford  1971, pp.  202,

205—06.
'5 CPR, 1388—92, p. 283. Comp. Unwin, ‘History’, p.  264.
‘5 Guildhall Library, London, Recognisance Roll 12, mm. 2:, 11:, 121:.
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chester,‘7 but they are broadly consistent with the same type of petty and
loosely structured entrepreneurship. Table  2 ranksthe sellers of broad and
narrow dozens in accordance with the number they sold, demonstrating that
most sold fewer than 40 narrowsor their equivalent."I The distinctive nature
of  Suffolk  cloths, made to various distinctive dimensions,19 probably from
local wools,20 clearly confirms the  idea that  the  success  of English textile

exports in the later fourteenth century was not attributable to any particular
style or  size  of fabric. The disparate pattern of enterprise furtherimplies  that
it was not the resultof any particular entrepreneurial genius.

The fortunes of the Suffolk cloth industry in the early and mid-fifteenth

century remains obscure in  detail, and it is impossible to establish the chron-
ology of the changes  that  allowed Suffolk clothmaking to outstrip that  of
Essex during these years. The port of Ipswich increased its cloth exports

significantly during the 1430s, and they remained high  during the earlier  14405,
chiefly because of Hanseatic trade through Ipswich and Colchester (which was

attached to Ipswich for the purpose of  customs administration).  This  permitted
industrial  development and growth in Colchester up to the  14405, though it
was  subject  to lengthy interruption,21 and some at least of the Suffolk cloth
towns and villages benefited from the same opportunities. There are examples
from the  14505  and  14605  of direct links of obligation and debt between
Suffolk and  Hanseatic merchants.22 However, it is unlikely that  the trade grew
uninterruptedly, in view of the  vicissitudes  that cloth exports suffered every-
where in the middle years of the century. In  1450  Hadleigh was a principal
centre of support for  Cade’s  Rebellion in the eastern counties, and it is not
unlikely that this disaffection was  a  response to the unemployment that was
widespread through the textile industry at the time.23 Hadleigh was the only
Suffolk town to have rebels  listed  in the pardon roll of July 1450, and they
included fourfqers, three weavers and  a  mercer.“ Yet out of  this  recession,

the Suffolkindustry was to revive vigorously in the  later  decades of the  fifteenth
century, benefiting fromthe surge of exports through  London  that was the
most  dynamic feature of  England’s  generally sluggish economic performance
under the Yorkists and early Tudors.

'7 Britnell, Gmwtll, pp. 77—79.
'3 PRO, E101/342/10.

'9 B. McClenaghan, The .Sjbring: ofLauenbam, Ipswich  c.1924, p. 8.
2° Bailey, Marginal Ewnomjfi pp. 173—74.
2‘ Brimell, Crawl/J, pp.  163—71, 181—82.

’1 1M, p. 172.
a J. Hate, The  Wiltshire rising of  1450:  political and  economic  discontent in mid

fifteenth-century England’, Southern Histay, vol. 4  (1982), pp.  16—19; M.  Mate,  ‘The  econ-

omic  and social roots of medieval  popular  rebellion: Sussex in 1450—1’, Etanomic Hi:o

Review, vol. 45 (1992), pp. 661—75.

2‘ I.M.W. Harvey, fat/e  Cade': Rebellion  af1450, Oxfotd  1991, pp.  117—19;  RA. Johnson,

Du/ea Richard  of York,  1411—1460,  Oxford 1988, p.  80m.
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The range of  cloths  manufactured in  Suffolk  on the eve of recovery and
growth can be  illustrated  from an  account  of the cloths forfeited on 20 and
25  August  1465 because they had not been scaled, sealing being an indication
that  their vendor had paid the requisite  taxes  (Table 3). The distinction between
broad and strait cloths is still apparent, and kerseys were distinguished from
both.Kerseys approximated to strait cloths in the price of  a  yard, and broad
cloths were  about double, though  in both  cases differences of quality were
reflected in different prices. Kerseys are mentioned in red and black, and the
other woollens  were  dyed in black, russet, red, crimson, green  and blue.

It is fromabout this time  that  we  have  our best statistical representation of
the distribution of the Suffolk cloth  trade, resulting from  areformof the ulnage
system in  1465. An account by William Whelpdale, the collector of the subsidy
and ulnage of cloth from 1August 1465  to 29 September  1466, represents the
most  vigorous  attempt on record to collect  ulnage  systematically across the
county instead  of concentrating on one or two principal centres.25 The accounts
recognise nine principle  marketing centres (Bury, Ipswich, Hadleigh, Laven-
ham, Great and Little Waldingfield, Long Melford, Sudbury, Glemsford and
Clare), though  it also records subordinate centres of trade. Table  4  records the
evidence of these  accounts  relating to the  cloths  sold in each centre. Only 20.8
per cent of the cloth sales were fromthe Bury and Ipswich market regions in the
north.  The towns of the  Stout  Valley, too, made only a modest contribution to

the industry by this  time:  Clare, Glemsford, Long Melford, Sudbury and Buxes
together  accounted for only 16.6 of the county’s  total trade  (Figure 4). Hadleigh
and Lavenham were by far the  most  important centres, accounting—with the
‘members’ of Hadleigh—for 56.7 per cent of the recorded sales of the whole
county. It is puzzling that  Kersey does not appear in the ulnagc  accounts of the
14605  and 14705 as  a  place where cloth was  sold, in spite of the fact, as Table  3
implies, that  kerseys were expected to be  sealed.  Either the village had dwindled
to insignificance as a  centre  of  trade, or its sales were  assigned  to another member
of the  Hadleigh  group, or  both.  Table  4 also  demonstrates the extent to which
there was specialisationin one aspect of the  cloth  industry. Hadleigh and Bildes-
ton made  a  large number of narrow cloths  — especially the latter, where all
604  cloths  taxed in the Michaelmas term were narrow.By contrast no straits
at all were sold in Lavenham or  Long Melford, and broad  cloths  predominated
in the  other  centres of the Stout Valley. By this  time, to judge fromthe  ulnage
accounts of 1467—8, the  Suffolk  industry had greatly outstripped that of Essex;
its cloth sales were  5505'/z  cloths, as against 2384 for Essex.  This  had  not, how-
ever, led to  greater  concentration of enterprise; the top three centres recording
ulnage in Suffolk accounted for  50.5  per cent of the county total, as against  85.5
per  cent for the top three  in Essex.26

Two  features  of industrial development fromthe  14405  onwards  stand
out fromthe available evidence. One of these was the growing dependence

3  See, for example, PRO, E101/342/24.
16 PRO, E101/343/4.
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upon Londontrade. The declining importance of  Colchester  in local  networks
is implied by a  steep reduction in the involvement of people from the textile
towns of the region in debt  litigation  in the  borough  courts between 1390—
1410  and 1445—65 (I' able 5).27 By this latter date Suffolk trade through Col-

chester was mostly through Hanseatic exporters.  When  Hanseau'c trade
declined  after 1468, trade links between Suffolkand Colchester were  a  shadow

of What  they had been in the later  fourteenth century.  Some Suffolk men had
themselves become export merchants, like John Tryklowe of  Clare, who was

exporting woollen cloth from London to  Spain  in the thirdquarter of the
fifteenth  century.28

Clothiers characteristically sold to London merchants. Some of the  best
evidence for the prominence of London buyers in  Suffolk  is from the ledger
of the London merchant Thomas Howell, who between 1519and 1527bought

fabrics in  Ipswich, Hadleigh, Bildeston, Boxford, Nayland and Stoke-by-
Nayland.29 Meanwhile, Clothiers from  Suffolk, as fromother textile  regions of
England, took  their cloths for sale to London and other  merchants  at Blackwell
Hall.30 By the 15205 the London-Suffolk  trading network was evidently a matter
not only of widespread knowledge but alsoof recognised  political  significance
for law and order in the  textile  towns and villages. The issue of law and order
arose in the context of the second, and related, major  change  in the structure
of the industry.

This  was the growing importance of Clothiers who had large  sums  to invest
and who employed large numbers of textile workersto manufacture cloth on
their behalf. The best  known  figures were members of the Spring family of
Lavenham.  Thomas I (died 1440), Thomas  II (died 1468) and  Thomas  III

(died  1523) represent an impressive sequence of rising personal wealth, much
of which finished up invested in land.31 The emergence of Thomas Spring III
as a major clothier is documented in the ulnage records  (Table  6). The  account
of 1465—6  was, apparently, a  laboured  attempt  to improve the collection of

subsidy and ulnage on  cloth, and may be the  most  reliable of the series; in
that record fourClothiers paid more subsidy and ulnage than Thomas Spring.32

27 Brimell, Gmwtl), pp.  172—73.
2' Thornton, Short  Hirtoy, p. 18; W.R.  Childs, Anglo-Castilian Trade  in the  11m Middle

Ages, Manchester  1978, p.  230.
2’ McClenaghan, .Sjbringx, pp.  25—26.
3° Hall’s chronicle  speaks,  in the  context  of the events of 1528, of  ‘Clothiers  of Essex,

Kent, Wilshire, Suffolk,  &  other  Shires which vse Clothmakyng’ who  ‘brought clothes into

Blackewell hall of  London, to be sold as thei we: wont to  do’:  Edward  Hall,  7713  Union  qf

the Two  Noble  and  111mm  Fame/fa: of York.  and  Lanmrter, ed. H. Ellis, London 1809, p.  745,
with which compare Mum and  Paper:  HVIII, vol. 4, pt 2, no.  4044.  p.  1796.

3' McClenaghan, Springs, pp.  76—7, 88; D. Dymond and A.  Benetton, Lauenbm: 700

Yum qf fixfile  Making, Woodbtidgc  1982, pp.  26—27.  For  their  respective wills,  ibid;

.  67-70.
PP ’2 John  Brampton (113 cloths),]ohn Newman (92  cloths), Thomas Creketot (83  cloths),
John Wellmouthe or Wyllymot (60  cloths):  PRO,  E101/342/25,  m. 5:.
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The drop in sales ascribed to this name in 1466—7 may or may not be attribu-
table to  Thomas  Spring II’s weakening powers in the year before his death,
but the subsequent increase from1468 must represent either the more energetic
enterprise of his son or some change in the structure of the family’s  activities
that brought more of its trade to Lavenham. From the early 14705  the sort
of fictitious ulnage accounting identified  by Gladys Thornton and Eleanora
Cams-Wilson33 is apparent in the unchanging figmes recorded in the table. It
would be  difficult, however, to explain why Thomas  Spring shouldhave  borne
so much of the tax burden year after year unless he had really conducted a
large proportion of the  town’s  trade, and it would be difficult too to explain
why he should be taxed on more sales than had been ascribed to any merchant
during the  14605 unless  his enterprise was larger than anything in those years.34
The diminishing total number of sellers  suggests  a growing concentration of
trade, and so does the growth of enterprises  other  than those of Thomas
Spring. Table 6 records the top five cloth-sellers of  Lavenham  in each recorded
year, showing that there is an observable shift to higher concentration indepen-
dent of the growth of the  Thomas  Spring’s enterprise. In  1477—8  William
Jacobe with 240  cloths, and William Spring with 160, were  both operating at
a  scale unrecorded during the 14605.35

There were many lesser Clothiers in the Suffolk textile towns.  Such, for
example, was the Horold family of  Clare, into which the Essex clothier Thomas

Paycocke of Coggeshall married, about the 14905.36 The  accumulation  of mer-
cantile wealth in the cloth trade had a significant effect on the geographical
distribution of wealth across the region —- indeed, across the kingdom — as can
be seen fromthe evidence of taxation records. These are limited in  scope,
since there was no new assessments made through the period by which develop-
ment might be systematically charted; most  taxes on wealth depended upon
an old assessment made as long ago as  1334.  But Julian Cornwall has demon-
strated, fromtaxation  records of  1524—5, how distinctive was the  distribution
of wealth in Babergh Hundred, which included Lavenham and numerous  textile
villages. Out of 1,403 taxpayers, 102 were assessed as having personal wealth
of over £40, an exceptionally large percentage. The top forty-two taxpayers,
those  assessed at J€100 and more, owned  53.7  per  cent  of the total taxed
wealth of the hundred. As  a  group they ‘had  no parallel outside London’.37

’3 Thornton, Short Htktay, pp.  148—49; E.M. Cams-Wilson, ‘The aulnage  accounts:
a  crificism’, reprinted  in the  same, Medieval Manhunt Ventunm, 2nd edn, London  1967,

pp.  279—91.
3" The nearest to Spring’s level of  sales in the  14705  was Roger.  Creketot’s  200 in  1468—

9: E101/343/5r. Otherwise the highest single recorded payment of the  14605  was  Thomas
Spring’s  own subsidy and  ulnage  on 140  cloths  in  1467—8:  PRO E101/343/4, m. 2:.

35 PRO, E101/343/11r.
3‘ Thornton, Short  Iiixloy, p. 18.
’7 ].C.K. Cornwall, Wealth and may in  Earl} Skteentb—Cmtuy England, London 1988,

pp. 71—72.
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The  textile  region of Suffolk and London represented, respectively, the manu-
facturing and redistributing centres of one of England’s  most  advanced mercan-
tile networks, and one  that  was able to generate exceptional fortunes in both
sectors of the business.

The multiplication of  Clothiers  responsible, like  Thomas  Spring III for
large numbers of cloth sales, implies that textile workers were increasingly

employees. They worked In theirown  homes, usually with their own  equipment,
but depended for work on a clothier who commanded the supply of raw
materials and marketed the final products.” This  form of  industrial  relationship

is occasionally to be found in the wills of Clothiers of the late fifteenth and
early sixteenth centuries.39 Thomas  Spring II in 1486 left the large sum of 100

marks (£66  135.  4d.) to be distributed by his executors amongst his spinners,
fullers and weavers  — a  good indication of the  extent  to which he was co-

ordinating different branches of cloth production.“
The extent of wage-dependence in the region is well  illustrated  by disturb-

ances of the 15205, when on various occasions government threatened to
create unemployment. In  1525, when the government proposed to raise an
emergency tax—the so-called Amicable Grant—Suffolk Clothiers provoked

discontent amongst the poorby telling them they would no longer be able to
employ them  in clothmaking. Lavenham, Hadleigh and Sudbury were  leading
centres  of resistance to government plans, and there were thousandsof demon-
strators and incipient rebels who were pacified by the  dukes  of Norfolk and
Suffolk.“ Again  in 1528  a  trade war with Burgundy interrupted the normal
cloth trade with the Continent and provoked unrest in Suffolk. The  duke  of

Norfolk wrote to Cardinal Wolsey fromStoke  by Nayland to say that he
had addressed forty substantial  Clothiers  and urged them not to lay off their

employees.42 Edward  Hall’s  chronicle records that

When the Clothiers lacked  sale, then  thei put formtheim  their  spinners,

carders, tuckers, & such other that  line by clothworkyng, whiche caused the
people greatly to murmor, and specially in Suffolke, for if the  Duke  of
Norfolk had not wisely appeased them, no doubt but  thei  had fallen to some

riotous  act.

3’ Classic  statements  of  this  development,  though  not the earliest: WJ.  Ashley,  An
Inmdurlian  to Eng/ix!) Ewnwm'c  Hirtoy and  T [1909, Part  II: He End  oft/1e  Middle  Ages,  4th  edn,

London and New  York, 1906,  pp.  219—32;  E.  Lipson,  12;: Economic Hixtoy 0fEng/and,  I:

Th  Middle Age:, 12th  edn, London  1959, pp.  468—88.
3’ McClenaghan, .Sjbringx, p. 14.
‘0 Dymond and  Betterton, Lauenbam, p. 68.
4' G.W.  Bernard, War,  Taxalion  and  Rebellion  in  Tudor England,  Brighton 1986, pp. 80—

82, 117—18, 136—43; J.F.  Pound, ‘Rebellion  and poverty in early sixteenth-century Suffolk:

The  1525  uprising against the Amicable Grant’,  PSIA,  vol. 39  (1999),  pp. 317—30.

42 Letter:  and  Paper:  HVIII,  vol. 4, pt 2, no.  4044,  p. 1796.
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As  a result  of this protest Cardinal Wolsey summoned  a  large numberof
merchants and upbraided them for not buying cloth as they were accustomed
to do.43

Some insight into both the  workings  of the trade between Suffolk and
London and the importance of capitalist Clothiers is to be foundin  a  petition
to Cardinal Wolsey written from prison on 19 May 1528 by Humfrey Mon-
mouth, a  London drape: and cloth exporter."4 Five days earlier he had been
examined by Sir Thomas More and other royal councillors on suspicion of
heresy. In his  petition, having vigorously contested the accusation  that  his
reading habits implied heretical leanings, he proceeded to argue  that  his impris-
onment was harmfulto the commonwealth and to the  king’s  income from
customs duties. The passage is sufficiently important to be cited in  full.

If it like your Grace, for  this  imprisonment I have utterly lost my name, and
also  my litle credence, which I  had, for ever. The which is the greatest loss,
and the more sorrowand shame, that  ever  I had in my liffe. Ioccupy with
divers clothe-men in  Suffolk, and in  other  places. The which  have  wekely
some of them, as they send up their  clothes, most  have  their  mony. And yf
they fail of their monye, they say, they cannot set the poore  folks  aworke.
There  is divers clothe-men, the which I buy 21 their clothes that they make.
And yf  they should go offer them to sel to other men now at  this time, they
would bid them go and sel where they were  wont to  sel, when the  sale  was
good: and so the poor men should have great loss.  I  was wont to sel for
most  part every yere iiii or v  hundred clothes  to strangers, which was worth
to the Kinges Gr. in his  customes, more  than  though  I  had shipped over
my self five times so  many.  I was wont  betwixt  Chrystmas and Whytsontide
to sel  most part of them. And of  trewthe  as yet since Chrystmas, I  have sold
but  xxii clothes, nor I send over none, no: no man  axeth  for  none:  I praye

God amend it, whan yt shal please him. And yf  I  leye  here  in prison long,
I  cannot  help my self  more, nor none  other  man, but shal be  utterly undon
for ever: and if you: Gr. be not good and merciful  unto  me."5

The petition was written, as its  text  makes  clear, during the recession in
the textile industry induced by the  interruption  of  trade  with Burgundy, and
Monmouth’s own sales were seriously low as  a  result. His statement echoes
the comment made to Wolsey by the merchants of  London  in  March  that
year, as recorded by Hall:  ‘my lord you knowe well, that  we  haue  no  trade
outward  this  twelue monethes past’.46 On  4  May, other  substantial Clothiers
had complained to the  duke  of Norfolk to the same effect in  Stoke  by Nayland;
they were unable to sell cloth in London, and would have to lay off  their

‘3 Hall, Union, pp.  745—46.
‘4 For the  context:  S. Brigden, London  and the Ryammtiwz, Oxford 1989, p. 170.

‘5 J.  Strype, Euleximtiml  Memorialr  Relating Cbiw to  Religion, 3  vols. in  6  parts, Oxford
1822, vol. 1, pt 2, no. 89, pp.  363—68  (especially p. 367).

4‘ Hall, Union, p. 746.
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workers after two or. three weeks.47 However, Monmouth’s petition was not
designed as  a  complaint about government policy. He appears to be playing
with Wolsey’s own fear of popular unrest and emphasis on the responsibility
of London merchants for  maintaining employment in the  cloth  industry. He
suggests he could do more to comply with Wolsey/s requirements if he were
out of prison. Trade depends, he implies, upon a series of mutual  understand-
ings.  Some  Clothiers send their cloths up to London weekly and, having sent
them, need theirmoney. He himself normally buys all the output of some
Clothiers, and is expected to protect their interests in ways no  other  merchant
could be expected to do. If he fails to honourthose expectations he will lose
reputation  and his business will suffer in the long term.  This  argument implies
a  tight network of dependence of particular Clothiers uponparticular merchants
and, presumably, of particular workerson  particular  Clothiers. Even allowing
for some understandable overstatement of his case, Monmouth is hardly likely
to  have  fabricated sucha very recognisable portrait of  a  business world.

The problems of the 15205allow us to see the extent to which the Suffolk
textile industry had become more tightly structured by mercantile  capital, and
more dependent  upon  overseas markets. The two  things, of course, went
together. The industries  that  developed  a  more  capitalist  structure  were those
where there were  profits  to be  made  in  dealing in  bulk, and that characteristically
meant those industries where the market was extensive. Already by the  1450
there were hundreds of families in Suffolk whose income depended upon
buyers of cloth on the  Continent, and the subsequent expansion of the industry
reinforced  that  dependence. Suffolk was one of the first regions to experience
that reliance on the export markets that became so common a feature of the
British  economy in modern times.

‘7 Letter:  and  Paper: HT/YII,  vol. 4, pt 2, no.  4239, p  1868.
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Table 1. Men of Hadlei‘gh occurring in  debt pleas  in  Colchester  borough  courts,
1390/1 -  1409/10.

plaintiff
or

name of Hadleigh
litigant

Thomas  Basset
Thomas Benton
Henry Borhed
Roger Bowel
Richard Coleman, mer'

John Corham
Augustine Duntone
John Fullere
John Gilberd

John  Gocch
John  Gybat

Robert  Hach
John Hanebery
William  Harpour
William Holte

Thomas  Hosyer

John  Huntyngfeelde
John Kempston

William Lamb, mercator

John Maygoo
John  Nern
John Noble
John  Pipere
Richard Piper

John Plat
John  Porter
John  Saltere
John  Seman
John Talbot
Henry Tyryngton

stated  origin of
opponent(s)

North  Shoebury
'Shelleye'

Rattlesden
St  Osyth
Kirby 1e  Soken

Colchester

Hadleigh

Hadleigh

Stoke  by Nayland

Hadleigh
Colchester

Glemsford
Glemsford
'Lellesey'

Boxford and Colchester
Horkesley

Coggeshall
Colchester
Hadleigh
Colchester
Colchester
Colchester

defendant

sum

d  (joint) £4

'0

6‘:

d0

d

ounce-0.1: 0.090”  D-On'flO-O-O-D-Q'U  ONO  G'U'U'U'UO-O-O- o_-u  “manna-uu

nt)

int)

£1 35. 4d.
£31 35. 4d.
£6
£2 178 0d
54 9s. 6d.
?
£10
7

£35
?
£2  16s.  8d.
£2  145.  0d.
£1  13s.  4d.
£1 65. 0d
£35
£10
I,

£1 16s. 0d.
'7

£3 12s. 0d.
£28  13s.  0d.
£108
£100
?
7
£1  135.  0d.
?
?
£1 9s. 4d.
£3  17s.  10d.
£10

£2  16s.  8d.
£10

£9  163.  8d.
£10

£6  10:.  0d.
£35

£29  135.  4d.
£42

date

1392
1395
1405
1400
1393
1396
1404
1401
1400
1404
1405
1395
1398
1405
1399
1404
1401
1404
1404
1404
1399
1392
1392
1395
1406
1410
1398
1401
I406
1392
1401
1400
1395
1401
1391
1401
1396
1399
1399
1399

reference

27/37d
29/3r
34/21d
32/2d
28/ 16d
29/16r
34/5r
32/  1 Sr
31/21r
34/6r
3 5/  1  1d
29/6r
30/3!
34/13r
30/ 1 5d
34/6r
32/20:
33/20r
33/261"

33/26r
3  l/9r
28/7r
28/8d
29/4r
35/22r
37/33d
30/2d
32/24:
35/34d
27/17d

32/22d
3  1/28r
29/6r
32/20r

27/8r
32/1 Sr
29/22d
30/23d
30/23d
30/23d

Source: Essex  Record Office, Colchester  Branch, Colchester  Borough Muniments, CR 27-37.
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Table 2. Number of  sellers  of strait and broad  dozens  in
Sufi‘olk, ranked by the  numbers  of cloths for which  they

paid subsidy and ulnage, 1.2.1396  -  22.4.1397

number of  cloths  sold  sellers  of  sellers  of
dozens strait cloths  broad cloths

1-10 0 2
11-20 20 36
21-30 73 26
31-40 47 7
41-50 33 2
51--60 12 2
61-70 6 1

71-80 10 0
over  80 9 3

totals 199 79

Source:  P.R.O.  E.lOl/342/10.

Table 3. Cloths forfeited from Suffolk men because  they were unsealed, 20 and
25  August, 1465

owner cloth length  price  per
(yards) yard

ence
William  Odeham  of red kerse 3.50 11
Bury St Edmunds  blue  strait  caloris  de  bIewe 7.00 12

russet  strait 7.75 7
can  strait 2.00 12

Robert  Coket of red broad 7.50 30
Bury russet  broad 4.00 20

russet  broad 1.00 24

John  Sterne of Bu  crimson  strait 5.00 13

John Baldewyn of  black  kerse 4.00 12
I  swich red  strait 2.50 12

Thomas Gyles of black  kerse 4.25 12
Ipswich een strait 2.00 12

russet  strait 2.50 10

black strait 5.50 10

Hugh Taillour of  kerse 8.5 11
I  swich blue broad  coloris  blodit 6.5 20

Source:  P.R.O. E.lOl/342/23.
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Table 4. Cloths paying subsidy and ulnage in Suffolk  centres  of trade,
I .8.1465-29.9.  1466

place Easter  Michaelmas total sales category WNW-
term sales  term sales  (cloths) of cloth of sales

cloths cloths es %
B St  Edmunds 194.5 289.0 483.5 2  10.1

nearb 40.0 15.0 55.0 1 1.2
I swich 91.5 33.5 125.0 3/2 2.6

Stowmarket 32 87.5 1  19.5 3/? 2.5

Needham Market 10 99 109.0 1 2.3

Lowestofi 1 4 5.0 l 0.1
Wickham Market  7 6 13 4/  l  0.3
Beccles 5 10 15 2/1 0.3
Bungay, Hales- 4 l3 l7 1 0.4

worth and
BI hbur

near Beccles 0 15 15 -/l 0.3
Harleston 0 13 13 -/1 0.3
Yannouth 0 15 15 -/1 0.3

near  'Herwich' 0 7 7 -/1 0.1
Hadlei h 286.5 440 726.5 3/2 15.2

Boxford 56.75 119 175.75 2]] 3.7

Bildeston 208.25 604 812.25 2/1  17.0

Lavenham 438 552 990 4  20.8

Great and 137 145 282 2 5.9
LittleWaldin field

Lon  Melford 163 183 346 4 7.3

Sudbu 172 140 312 3 6.5

Bures 10 0 10 3/- 0.2

Glemsford 20 29 49 3/2 1.0

Clare 32 42 74 4/3 1.6

Source:  P.RO., E.101l342/25.

Note:  cloth  types  are categorised as  l  = all straits, 2 =  over  50% straits, 3 =  some
straights but  less than  50%.  4 = no  straits. Where the Easter and Michaelmas  terms
differed in this res ect the two  classifications  are indicated se stated I:  a slash.
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Table 5. The involvement of inhabitants  from  select  places in  debt  litigation in
Colchester in two  'ods  whether as laimifi' or defendant

1390/ 1—1409/ 10 1445/6-1464/5

11 ears 12 ears
inhabitants contexts inhabitants contexts

London 31 40 29 43
Hadleigh 30 40 2 2
Coggeshall 14 17 6 6
Sudbury 12 14 1 1
Stoke and Nayland l l 15 13 20
Dedham 9 10 2 3
Ipswich 8 8 5 7
Boxford 7 16 0 0
Clue 5 5 0 0
Long Melford 5 S 0 0
Bures St Mary 3 3 0 0
Bury St  Edmunds 3 3 7 7
Glemsford 3 3 0 0
Braintree 2 2 0 0
Bildeston l 1 0 0
Lavenham l l 2 2
Kersey 0 0 l 1
Waldin  field  Gt. and Lt. 0 0 0 0

Source:  Essex Record  Office, Colchester Branch,  Colchester  Borough Muniments,
CR 27-37, 61-72.
Note:  Where  a lawsuit was between two inhabitants of the same place  this  is
counted here as two different  contexts.  In all other cases  'context' is equivalent to
'  lea'.

Table 6.  Cloth sales  in Lavenham, 1463-78, with indications of their concentration in fewer hands

year total sales by % of  sales  %  of sales total no. of
Lavenham Thomas by Thomas by top 5  cloth  sellers
cloth  sales  Spring 1] or Spring cloth-sellers

III
1.12.1463-20.11.l464  555 49 8.8 35.1 32
l.8.l465-29.9.1466 990 55 5.6 40.7 55
29.9.1466-29.9.1467 862 19 2.2 37.9 32
29.9.1467-29.9.1468  1120 140  12.5 35.8 26
29.9.1468-29.9.l469  1001.5 80 8.0 49.9 21+
29.9.]469-29.9.1470 917.5 65 7.1 37.7 21
29.9.1471-29.9.1472 793.5 245  30.9 71.2 19
29.9.1473-29.9.1474 793.5 245  30.9 71.2 19
29.9.1476-29.9.  I477 794 245  30.9 71.2  _ 17
29.9.1477-29.9.  1478 893.5 245  27.4 83 .4 16

Source:  P.RO. E.lOl/342/21  25'E.101/343/2  4-7 9-11 13.
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